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evieiets---to poineout strengthsoto e--quesitons,far -dons- ererion-- Ea-propose add
-directions which Could- be pursued

Therefore, the -114Z Advisory Board decided at its April 1980 meeting
$that it would-be belpfni to-hive-the-perspective of more than one Peron

on many research -1*ports. -- Accordingly, some-persons will-be_asked to ire 2:-
pare both an abstract and cents (es-1 been- usual policy), while _-

a

oee not seem necessary.
to have two abstracts prepared, -sincethes. would be so a 4_,The two =7.

=

sets, of coamlents will be published along with the "abstract, with both re-:
viewera acknowledged.

If you ould1k&t&suggestother bftheAdviory
consider, please let we know. Ypur couraents as readers are always we1comed.
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he:interaction

rch attempts,to.ident
instruction 1hi_

any such variables can )3e identified,

should lead to
'mat hemat ic

tructional methods can
theseveriablesw:---Such-individualizat

proved student lea - Some recent ATI research In
-ted.. that. the---variable-kield--depend

independence interacts with amount of _instructional guidance. The
research ma y te 7field_itidepecrient _students will perform

stud perform best when given, extra guidance"
seek to study this hypothesis- further-.

and ProceduresResearch Desi
Tbean a pared-__two -instructional

unit provided"roV high-guidaae (HG) to students using
words, partially completed tables, and__rules._ The

networks.`

_underlining of ker._
=other unitused. thP,

same content and problems as the HG milt. However, this secoid unit
provided low-uguicrhnce (G) to students. No underlining no tables ,

-were provided in the LC materials to help studertts discover the rules.'
'Both units used induction.

L-132-studentsinfOUrseet cruresign`ed.e
pective elementar, school_ teachers were involved in=the study. A



he'first

ty

and.ithe other- group

etaatian Pest was {Both the posiL.
raprehens n. applrat ion's, analysis

- . ions,
b FigureskTest was give} the

sd d- _ei ence.
be 97 students pre.g.ent for

KR-20 rel bilit y "esnimites _for

n estisk .78, .50, and esppctively.
mut,

Find

Multiple. regression was usei to pre
pretest score trestm

periods
_posttest--

I

'student test -scores us
and GEn scores The GEFT x- treatm en

erection. was" not significant -for the posttesto-4
egressions, This interaction was or any of

reteetT6EEFIEPret.
est x treatment interactions ilerealso:investilated. This inter 7tion

i;

test

was significoOt Cu, '.-51)
subte'st of tie retention

forithe*reZenjitiori4est And--for- the apps
&t.s AmIlysis of this intaraiLtrmfor

retention test .identified a region of sig-nitic-nce for st jdents`scor
1 on the pretist. For these students HG rbette tiba ft LG.- For

_-

iher 'students there was not a significant difference between HG and 14,4/
Using pretest irnd dLFF tkcores as covariates, t4 posetat scores

nif ioantly h '11r* than the spores for the LGfor the HG ,group we
group. -d dis he e._rete-o.tion



erdeiendence and eel off
to occur.

interaction between .prete,

orei was found

bXe

dence/independence. For exampii,the,rx
o etention testAcores-.0n prat -at scores was

vely flat; while ;he EIGogroup'regresion for the
. ,

1 tests was steeper. Thus, urthet ATI research on field,
.

--_, ------.-
..dependence/- dependence and student abiJ.lty is justified.

Abstra

study considers the central. -_nstion-in AT_ theory-

-n cognitive variables.be,identified that interact with instructional

n4thod8?-The question seemt quite relevant since such variables could

se the effectiveness of indlvidualized instruction. Thi

billty and the previous research city a by the authors make

larly/d4213Wineing.that the expected interaction of field dependence/

T7b1r4d
Sevetal questiO6'should be raised regarding this study. The most

seriou would seem to relate to the_schauling_oftesting
,&k,

why was :the-fiald,dependenceandependence test administered

ifi e.weeks after he treatgen5s? A more logical time would be short1S,

afore the treatments. .

The obtained results now would seem to depend
411how stable this measure is over,time. Do we know that this measure

__s not affected by the treatments or" by the five weeks of instruction

given in thi course after the treatments?

Other more minor questions also arise. ec cal it would b
useful the following:

What vas tested on the -pretest?

(2)' How did-the poeittestrld,thO retention test after?.



reported to -supporV the cleft that the HG croup was
superior to the LC group on the.pQlttest scores?
ince'an interactionwas ounti_ between pretest -and-tree t

on the retentinn test; bow cauld-a tariate_( ) azal-ysis be
show that the HG group superiority bad disappeared,

on the Vetentioa...test? atistical-tes
st,atistical methods were given to support this cl Ult!

instractioh to
erpect ect?

o show the

1713.1.1r=rage

tow cjo: we-- individualize. instruct
n, e4/

ethods The 8 icadh inter-
action -ketween-thi-pretest-meailare7and '1.64 ante

k

is promising. However', itbe literature review given for field
ependence-4oes-not-ser-ta-predictthat-this-sboUld7o-------

Can e It be replicated? _Why s uld the-interaction occur on-the
.

t-not,on:the poattefit-?---11by--skuld-adhievement- in LC
I 1-

at bSr s onev

reeention_t es

study suggests many questions. However, before a theory is developed
to explain the s obtained, t would likely be prudent to stud
whether the re can be replicated. Replication studies might also

iflengthen the instructional time period used.
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lic Schools, Rocl vil.le,

authors state that the purposes of this study were to

-"diagnose the reten _Ott of some basic skills in some

es-in

"reveal, difficult steps in the learning processes in

these topics.

2. Rationale.

The authors eapress particulerconcern over the problems of evalua-
ting made by pupils. They feel that there is_a need to-search
for alternative approaches. Taxonomies of jbjectives are Cited as often
used in constructing bathematics achievement tests and are criticized -for___ -veral inadequaies:

elassification levels are not uniquely defin d
_

erroreat'high levels mty be caused by low-liv

it,is difficult to separate content from proceis

The authors feel that a deeper analysis of the various skills involved in

ekes

-_Z-seTleing -certain-methemati-
p

-
s-necessa:

This report is part of a longer paper which was published in Swedish.

Research Design and Procedures

This study investigatedlikills in algebra and geometry-to diagnose

retention and tO identify difficult steps in theglearning process. It4
was carried out in Swedish schools in August 1975 and in. August 1976.

,The gubjecn were 2167 pupils just stirting their first year of senior

high school (grade 10, age 16). The students represented the better achiev-
g 20 percent of 16-year-old Swedish.studen Th _sub ects

Separated Into those entering a science or technical classand tho
V

the general program. Results were reported for the science stu tints
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ed were developed by ident are bellevild

t prof from algebra andg "zing those prob.-

_y the component skills required in their solution, and then

es s made up of these component skills in a ,manner, which

not encourage student recognition of any relationship beiween the items.

h Item was.. taken by" about 200 :students and every student attempteAabout,__

was one o erving the percentages o 0

specific items and relatingthbse to -the characteristics =-and

Stier' ps,of the hems.

The findings were presented by categories of items.as follows:

tioni (1)*- and- (21.

algebraic expressionsA1), (2) -'

ormulas-(1).--(2)-and

4 Negative numbers

gorie

2')

edin- 0a-An item
were given and special observati'ons on these percentages were made. For
example, the equation 9x - 6 2x was solved by 74 percent of the total_
group and by 79 percent of the science subset of that total.

Some of tie observations were:.

ux the denominator"-oran _ nation was an obstacle.

Reversing terms around the equality ymbol Iliad no effect.

Solutions which were natural_numbers_or 1/2,were-easier.-

Using a letter other than x for the variable had no Affect.

Geometric formulation of problems did not influence reSults.

The students were able to use the formula A s r
2

to find a

radius, but had-difficulty using it to find a diiteter.

*Numbers in parentheses indicate di- fferent sets of items on a category.



The, authors "the results revealed esses in tra-
_

iosal evaluation methods. A lot of test Ileitis apparently quite &psi-.

gave surprisingly-different results. They also felt that the
v -

supported the conteption ;hat students tend to think in patterns.

espect!to some important points such as
flie meaning of ,a letter wI nda fOr a number.

It was,4100 noted "that students going to the science line of eniot::;
g school had scored higher than the others."

were quite inter ?sting.

g-viewpoint, the resUl s of this stud

Most algebra teachers would find both the'pr
lem__analys es -snit...the -student-repults-quite- useful. _

The tectiniques used in the_study,.while_certainly valid-and accept-
able:I_ did not seem_ o_be_nearly as- innovat ive-as-intplied -in-the -article .

In fitzt_r12eav_do_not-appaar----t
many test-

retest reliability studies. The difference might he seen in th'e use to
which they-were put, and this is cAtainiy worthwhile.

As was pointed in _the Rationale section of .the abStract, this
cle was a portion of a longer paper which was ',mitten in Swedish.

-trim's- for This-reason thereTifere- Cirtain discon tinuities and unexplained
factors in the paper, although it is not possibl, to say these were not
also in the original paper._ For example,. in a very small-subset-of the
items, the science-line students scored louer tharr the total group. This
fact was not discussed or even noted in the article: Also,,the letters

.used to label the categories included in the tesWifeemed to indicate
one category was omitted in the ,presentation of this paper --(the let-

istein n--the-sequeni rfft pose to tell if this

error in summarizing,or a decision to omit something which may or
may not have contributed to the paper.



071 page 51 it is stated :y If the ,denominator was .1° afters simplify-

ng, the p-values were low. On'the contrary, If the numerator was 1 the
p-value was high." This is,clalvioUslya typographical error, since the__,______L

A ,p- values for the forme wer 87 an4-81 while foripthe latter they were 36
and 37. The palues would'conform with the expectations of most algebra:-

teacher the statement would not.

All _all, as stated-earlier, the findings are interesting from a``

teaching and learning viewpoint. They may -also, have curripuiaar

e
tiona. The implication that they, discredit the use of taxonomies is iot
supported.- It is also interesting to note phat.one of the initially stated

jurposes of the study, to investigate retention,: was not mentioned at all
in the rest of the paper.
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Brasse11,- Petry, Susan; and Brooks, Douglas M. ABILITY GROUPING,-
MATHEMATICS ACHIEVEMENTAND PUPIL ATTITUDES TOWARD MATHEMATICS. Journal
for Researek in Mathematics Education 11: 22-28; January 1980t

do-

Abstract-and-lcolmments prepiiid for E. by PAUL G. BURN
The Untversity of Tennesse.

Purpose

The pUrpose of this study was to investigate student attitudinal

differendes among high-,.average-, and low-achieving mathematics groups

and their'relationships to students' achievement in mathematics. Four

hypotheses-Were teatedt

There will-be significant differences in.students' attitudes- toward

mathematics' among district-determined ability groups.

b. There will be significant differahees in-mathematics ability song

district-determined ability groups.

There will be significant,difference in studentd' attitudes toward.

Mathematics among teacher-designated ability levels within district-

determined Ability group's.'

Selected attitudescales will correlate with measures of mathematics

ability.

Ratibnale

Thecoutexaual_framework_wi hin-whieh-this -investigation- was - -conducted

includes two aspects of -previous research:

a. S udente self-concepts, feelings of inadequacy, motivation, and

anxiety are importdnt factors in determining students'.attitudes

toward mathematics.

b. Investigations relating mathematics achievement to students' at-

titudes toward mathematics h&ve produced varied results.

Research Design and Procedures

The Mathematics Attitude Inventory (MAO was-admintstered in 1978 to.

714 seventh-grade'mathematics students in five junior high schools. Students

represented a mixture of socioeconomic backgrounds. The regular classroom

mathematics teacher left the classroom during the administration of the MAI;

students were assigned identification numbers to insure anonymity. The MAI
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includes sic scales: perception of the mathematics teacheK (b) a

iety toward mathematics, (c) value of mathemkA in'society, (d) self-'
concept in mathematics, (e)enjoyment-o_ mathematim, and-Kaliativation
in mathematics. Students'Iscores on tbe three tests (applications, con-
ceptg, and computation) ofthe California Test of Basic Skills (CTBS: Math-
ematics), as well as total score in mathematics, were available for each

student in the study. The test had been administered in 1977. -These scores,
plus teacher recommendations, were the criteria for the ability grouping of'

students in the study (called "district-determined ability.groups").- The

mathematics teachers completed a questionnaire for each class tested. They
recorded the mathematics ability level of the class (high, medium, or low)

and selected the three.highest-achieving mathematics students and the threew

lowest-achieving mathematics students for each class.

A mean 4esponse score was obtained for each of the six subscales on
the MAI.within the three ability levels. Mean scores and significance levels

by ability levels on the three subtests and total scores of the CTBS were re-
pOrtedr7-Tbe mean scores were reported for each of the six attituaTsubscales

when teacher-selected highest- and lowest- achieving students were considered
within ability levels. A correlation matrix of the six attitude subscales

andwthe three subtests and total score of the mathematics achievement test
was 'presented.

4. Findings

The following results were reported:

a. Significant differences (p < .01) were found among ability groupS

on all attitude subscales except motivation. The largest differ-

ences were found in the self-concept subscale. A combination of

students' attitudes toward the teacher, mathematics self-concept,

and enjoyment of-mathematics were correlates of students' assigned

mathematics ability levels.

b. Significant differences (p < .01) were found on the CTBS subtests

and total score within the three ability levels.

The largest differences were found on the self-concept attitude

scale, when the high-ranked students in high ability classes

were compared with low-ranked students in high ability classes,

and so on.-
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Measures of mathematics el -concept,anxiety,and enjoyment

were found to be correlates of mathematics AchieVement.

5

Interpretations

As pointed out by the investigators, the self-concept appeared to

decrease As placement within the ability groups decreased. An inverse

correlation was suggested between anxiety and self-concept. That-is, the

low ranked students in each ability-level class scored higher in anxiety

thaT other students in the same class. The low-ranked students in the

Middle-level classes seemed to be the ones with'the highest anxiety, the

lowest self-concepts, and the least amount of enjoyment for mathematics.

negative correlations were reported for the relationphip:between.mathematic

anXiety and CTBS mathematics scores, while positive relationships werere-
;

-pOrted for the relationships between mathematicsltelf-concept and-the CTBS

matheMatics scored.

The following conclusions were reported by the investigators:

thematics self-concept and mathematics anxiety appeared to be

important correlates of mathematics achieve.. This conclus-

ion infers that..teachers should attend to self-concept enhance-

ment and anxiety reduction.

Special attention should be given to middle level classes, too

voften overlooked favor the highlevelclasses-and-the-low---_

level classes.

c. Students' attitude toward the teacher may be important in the

formation of mathematics attitudes.

Abstractor's Comments

The impaCt of the affective dimensions mn achievement in mathematics

is a topic worthy'of consideration, and factors such as ability grouping

should be examined in terms of attitude as well as achievement. Research

in this area has produced conflicting and varied findings.

The investigators describe clearly their purposes, rationale, research

design and procedures, and findings. The information provided about the

Mathematics Attitude InVentory and its administration procedures are ap-

. preciated. Readers may likely wish.the investigators had indicated how
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they determined the students were a "mixture of socioekonomic backgrotinde

Perhaps the fact that the students lived in one suburban community-should

have been restated when the investigators
presentedthel_Conclusions-of-the..

study. Some comments, might also have been made about the validity of the

teacher-seldicted high- and low-achieving students.

The discussion closely followed the findings of the study and the

interpretations given appear based on the major findings of the study;

A few implications are suggested with the conclusions (for example,
"Teachers should attend to self-concept enhancement and anxiety reductions ").

Specific suggestions would be most helpful 'to the classroom teacher. Per-
,

4aps a %program might be designed to enhance self-concept and reduce anxiety tit

in the mathematics classroom, and tested for its effectiveness. Two other
related questions come to mind. First, notice that in this 'study the low-
ranked students in the middle-level classes indicated.lowest self-concepts

and highest anxiety. What is the influence of ability grouping on the math-

ematics achieVement of such students? Second, although the investigators
p a emp -adis on the importance of attitude development at the sixth-

..

and seventh-grade level, how is.a change of attitude toward mathematics re-
lated to mathematical experiences during the five or iix previous school
years?
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Cappadona, D. L. and Kerzner-Lipsky, D. PRTDICTION OF SCHOOL MATHEMATICAL
ACHIEVEMENT FROM MOTIVATION, SELF-CONCEPT, TEACHERS' RATINGS AND ABILITY
MEASURES. School Science and Mathematics 79: 140-144; February'1979.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M,E. by OTTO C. HASSLER,
George Peabody 'College for Teachers of Vanderbilt UnIversity.

Purpose/

To investigate whether achievement motivation explains more variance

in mathematical achievement than selected ability measures and to select

th,"beStyeubset of five measures for predicting, achievement in seventh-

grad' thematics.

0
4

-d to a noticeabli attrition rate of students from the advanced .

4;othematics.lasses at the seventh-grade level in a suburban Long Island

school dismict, amore accurate method for predicting success eor these

students was sought. A-brief rbview-of the'liierature suggested, that

ntellecCnal ability, Tersonality, and motivational variables are related

u school 4chievement: If all three types Of variables along with

teachers' rating's of students' ability,are used in one study, it was

-feltthat the-relative and absolute contribution of each typd of yaria-
c

mathematical achievement _ could be _ _ _ A_T tile in the predictiorf

Research Dear and Procedures'

All students. 172) enrolled in the -sixth grade at two elementary

schools were subjects. These students represented the entire seventh-

grade class a one of thrie junior high schools in the school' district.

It was stated that there were aboUt an equal number of boys and gfrls,

and that the isocio-economic status of the subjects ranged from upper

middle class to lower middle class.

Sco'res and ratings on theffollowing instruments were used as Inde-

pendent variables in a stepwise linear regression model:" School

Motivation Analysis Test (SHAT) measures'ten motivational factors;

Coopersmith Self-Esteem Inventory"(SEI) measures evaluative attitudes

toward self; Teachetisl Ratings (TR). provides teachers' perceptions of
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students' mathematical ability; Comprehensive. Test of Basic Skills

(( S) 1-an achievemenx test; and Short Form Test of Academic Apti7a

-udeAaRATAAL._ as_a-meaSure aLAntelligence_i_Tht: 'dependent- variable
was a mdasure oLmathematics'achievement designed by the junior high

schobl mathematics teachers.

The data from thej6dependent variables were gathered:as -students

neared the end'of then bh grade. The data from the dependent varia-

ble were gat ed about six months later, after the students had .4
. .

k-. . ,

completed aboil t 6 ,months ft the Seventh -grade.

4. Res_ is

ErOduct-moment correlation coefficients between each independent

variable.and the criterion variable. were all significant. Values of

these correlations are given below:

TR SMAT SET
Achievement

Test 3 .20 =AA.

The results of the stepwise -linear regression model indca4

that 51 percent of the variance in achievement test scores was explained

by' the set-or all five predictor variables; however, TR alone explained

47 percent.of the variance im the dependent variable. lki,addi n to TR

the only other, variable which entered the model aniinareasediR

ficantly (p .01) was SFTAA. P.2 was increased to .49 by the addition

of SFgAA.

A reduced step -wise model with TR removed from consideration as

constructed. The variables entered this model in.the following order:
, .

CTBS entered first with a coefficient of determination of '.32 (P .01);
.

SFTAA entered second and increased R2 to .31,.(p < .01); SET and SMAT-did

not-increase R2 significantly when they'entered tha(mo

Interpretations

el.

The hypothesis that achievement motivation explains more variance

in mathematical achievement than selected ability measures is rejected.

The authors conclude, "A,high level of prediction can be obtained by ,

using the variable" Teachers,' Ratings alone or combined with SFTAA. .

the importance of the remaining variables is questionable."
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S

study is anrattemp

n-b-particulaT-school system ,4s Such f

ind a solution for's-very real problem

bar that. subjects came from a restricted_ population hich,may net exfiLb

the sade characteristjcs or variability That are present in diffefent

populations of seventh grade students. -Nevertheless, being able to pre

dictthe success of students in the restricted sense of4thirstudy is a-
,

worthwhile goal:

are are some stions, the answer's top-which jay influenethe
% .. - k..'

outcomes of this study and which were not,m4ntioned.in the report. lhex-

are:

S
1. , . is thp. criterion aohievs,eraerst t

seventh- grade immatica?

therefore, the reader can o

meat test help to explain .t

t a-valid measure. uccess- in

There eras no discussion of this. test,, and

nly speculate if the results of this s$hieve-7

he attritiOn rate 'mentioned In the rUtional

for ihe'etudy. Perhaps attritipn

ib ifY but these variables are only minimally vela

2. What is the religability,ef the-achievement"

net/on of v hies' otherathaf,.
to achievement.

est? Inconsistency

of measurement would tend to suppress the common variance betwee

independent variables and the dependent variable.

What were the in

the

ructions to the teachers when.they were asked

_ a he_acadedlic_abiliiy_of_the students? As'teachers'ratel-students;
1

it is difficult if not impossible for hem .to separate intelledlual

ability, personality, d motivations Variables. It may to that TR.

is 'even tore closely related to the attrition rate than it is
7

achievement.

In spite of'these questions and the. limited population,

that Teachers' Ratings is a significant

dieting student achievement.

conclus

_

and economical method for pre-

This, however?
\

'riot a new or sutprising

to

ppeers

,71
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pner, Henry S., Jr. BASIC SKILLS IN MATHEMATICS: A

Clitilact and commiffieb

New York University.
_

Purpose

surveysurvey teachers' opinions

.

*Rationale . . F

),In spite of many pronouncements by representatives of public

____feksional.groups regarding "back-to-basiCA":thete-had been nel'.

eff re to obtain4teachersi

,r7 3404). Therefore,

Council of

bad round

about/belie skills in mathema gdd

and pro-

stematic

opinior6 iiigarding the buck to-basica,movement"

nstructional Affairs Committee of the-National

-Teactrers of Mathemat c (VCIM) made thi%.survey to, provide

for its rApor :310ithatisNCTleszrolLiL,
movement.

Research Des

Appropriate-vt4tements and lists from pational, state, and local

groups we- re userto produce 90 statements about basic skills that were.

. s

uped-es-tentative-items-for-the reurvOy-instrument These-wererevieved,
by 8 viewers and modified, and then by 67 more persons (out of 80 who

were asked to respond). The instrument was pilot-tested with 40 teachers,
*

10 receiving-eacF1 of the four forms (A, B, C, D) listed below. As a-

result"of.thetyo interviews, and the pilbt test, the final instrument

had 99 Items Divided into three parts:

I. Basic Mathematical Skills

II, Teaching the Basic Skilic

and

was

to

0:

(50 ite

(23 items)

III. Needs far Teaching tjle,Basic Skills '(26 items)

Fearing the instrument was too long, the committee produced forms A,

C which omit.ted parts ILI, II, and I, respedEively. Each of these forms

sent to 500 'people and form 0 (consiSting of all three parts) was sent
A

n Additional-100 people'. The return rates were: A: 40%; B: 37%; C: 36%;

9%, thus suggesting that the fear was unfounded.



Two'copies of a form of the inistrument were sent to each NCTRinember-.

in the randomly selected samples along with 'a letter requesting that the

. ._eXtreCoPY-be-liren_tcfe.-norkip=membert-preferably-sn-elementary-schoolif

teacher:, Aldo included in the package were two return envelopes, two'"in-

expensive gifts," and a postcard for,ihe akidress, and teaching

recipient of the extra form.
'L.

Of the ,200 forms sent ou .1,214:were r ned of which 67% wer

Completed by,NCTM member The.respondents' 1 vela of teaching were: -

KH6 (22%)1 12 mathematics teachers (58%); collegektea7heri-Wt); and
tectbook hers, supervisors, curriculum developer:, principals,- gilidanoe

coun'selors,,or librarfans (9%). Other information regarding the respondents
.4.'was collected( d reported in the. article.

For each item, therespondeA, was asked,to agrte, disagree, or indi-

.

el of the

cate that' she or he was unsure.' Space was, provided at the end of-each

dection for further comments. This article Teports\ both 'in graphical,

4... -
.

form add through expositio-the re;)bribe'o'he srvey. Responseaeare,
,

*

A reported foi various sdbpopulafions, and the'comments that respondents
--

.

.

mad- at-.4.1e end of sections are 'reported or summarized -when, appropriate._,..

-: The letruMents were, d isent out 'during the first two weeks of May 1978.

,Findings_

The results, of the suTveyare-repotted,, n-reasonably-condensed-form=on---

pages 108-122 of the article. To condense them further here without doing
id justice to the study would be. very difficult. On part I, responses

ranged ftom the 99% who said computing with,whole numbers is a basic math-

ematical skill to the 9% whd thought using logarithms and non-base ten''

numerals are basic skills. In part II, 94% believed that attitudes in the
home are an. important factor in a student's school-performance, while only
14% thought that concepts and applications should be taught before mastery

-of the basic skills is developed., In part IV; 84% said there is a need

for textbooks that treat basic'skills.as a part of most coursds, while

only 252 expressed a need for policies requiring a specific amount of home-

-work each week or for students' input on the basic skills they need:
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Interpretations

, Teachers favored a broad interpretation of basic skills including
*

....-......testirastiOnl--,teiomert-Ti-vae-a-grap -and-tables ;'entieUther-aPpIreit-Mi7--

and problem solving" (p.122), but did not include statistics and probability.
problems

Teachers seemedlto-,express a need for guidance through in-service coufses

and grade.leVel'llsts of.basic skills to be taught. The single most,impOr-

tacit reason.for studfing mathematics, according to 42% of the respondents,

is to learn tterbleig skills. There were wide 4ifferences 'in opinion ,among

the different teachinilevels, often indicating a'lack.of understanding of
. .

the. activities arriecT on at a different level from the one at which a re-.

spen ent is teaching-"
7

--Abstractor' s Comments,

In any survey of this sort there Are serious problems that are hard to
overcome. Ideally, One would like 100% Peturn, or at least some knowledge.e
of the differences between respondents and nonrespondents. nespirp ctand-

,,
-

=
.

and limitations of this sort, the data collected should ba.of interest to
all mathematics educators whether:you are in agreement with the majority
or not. Ttie.deaign, the procedures followed, and the reporting' techniques

are excellent for the desired purpose.
. _

Two minor reservations that should be kept in mind are: (1)5people's

opiniona,_change- .anti - arty=- study -of= this - sort conducted -= two - -or- -mere -y 'ears sg8

will certainly be reporting opinions ,that are no longer held,b5; respondents;
,and (2) different people mean very different things when they 'say exactly
- ,
the same thing. For example, 88% say students should-be encouraged ro go

beyond the basic skills-1g learning mathematics, but the majority also sup-

ported a very broad interpretation of basieskills. One suspects these are

the.same people and they want students to go beyond other people's defini-

tions of basic skills, not necessarily their own: By the same logic,-the

42% of grade 4-8 respondents who believed that studying the basic skills
is the,most important reason for studying mathematics may.have had either a

very broad definition or a very narrow definition of basic-skills. One
'suspects the latter. Sinde the experimenters raise this question themseles
(p. 123), it is natural to ask why they did not.carry out the appropriate
analysis to find out. The data are certainly available.



In summary, this is an interesting survey carried Qua, in a professions

and competent ,manner, and the results sBould be of interest t6 everybbdy

-----Ohntirinrereatedrn niathematres e4ucation.

A



Duval, Concetta M. DIFFERENTIAL TEACHER GRADING BEHAVIOR TOWARI FEMALE
STUDENTS OF MATHEMATICS. Journal for Research in Mathematicss.Educa-
arm 11: '102-213;.May 1980.

_

Abstract and cbmmentsprepered by F. RICHARD-KIDDER,
Longwood College, Farmville, Virg nia.

1. Purpose

"This study examines high school mathematics teachers.' test-.evaluations_
its en efforet4,,determine .if teachers, as evidenced by.their test evalua-

-

Pions, are biased against female studehts.

Rationale

Duval cites several studies purporting to show that cultural/sexual

bias is a'factor in.female,students electing not to continue their study
of mathematics in high school. She posits that,different teacher

for
-students. She therefore explores her thesis -that lesser teacher expects-
tiona for female students is reflected in teacher evaluation of student

performance.' In so doing, Duval used a disguised study. Participating
teachers were leg re beli'ive that reliability in teacher grading practices
eras under scrutinyl4itten in fact the study was designed to determine if =,

owledge-of-a-student's-seX andlor ability level affected the teacher's
evaluation.

3. Research Desi n and Procedures

Three research hypotheses were tested:

a. "there is no difference between, the mean scores of the teacher-

assigned grades of male and female students;"

b. "there is no difference between mean scores of the teacher-assigned

grades of the three ability levels of the students;"

c. "there is no difference between the mean scores of teacher-assigned

grades of the sex-by-ability cells for males and females:'

The six treatment cells in a 2 x 3 factorial design were formed, with the

independent variables being the indicated sex and/or the three ability levels
of the students whose papers were being graded, and, the dependent variable
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being-the,numerical grade assigned by the teacher. A seventh cell was formed

as control, mherein neither sex not ability level of the student was known
by the teacher.

Duval divided New'York State into 10 regions, randomly aelecting 113.2

high school mathematics teachera from each region. From within a region,

each teacher Was fuither randomly assigned Wone of the seven cell condi-
tions. Each _prospective participant was mailed'the four geoMetry problems

,comprising the experimental task and was asked to grade them. ,Depending

upon the experimental cell assigned, the participants were given the sex of

the student (ndicated by name)., itbe ability level of the student (indicated
by a profile of grades in other mathematics courses), or no indication of

sex/ability.

Of the 1020 mailed to participants, 315 were returned within the ex-

pdimenter-established deadline. Eighteen'tf the 315- tests were AletedAue''
to failure to follow guidelines; 253 treatment test papers and 44 conirol-.

e.st-papar a-were-analyzed.

Thirty-eights test'papers (32 treat e,!It and 6 control)- received

after the established deadline and were examined separately as "late re-
spondents."

4. Finding!

expictitiein that a student'ssex.or ability level influences the

grade assigned to a paper was not supported by the results of the study."

Mean scores by sex or.ability differiddbnli:slightly. An analysis of vari-

ance for unequal cell sizes.reveaied non - significant F ratios for all compar-
isons: Controliversus Other, SeA Ability, and Sex x Ability. Mean scores

for "late respondents" did differ somewhat by sex; however, no analysis of
variance could be performed due to the smallness of this sUbsample.

Interpretations

Even though the study did not support her expectations, Duval _efuss

0 abandon her thesis that teachers are biased in their grading practices.

She considers at length why the study may havi failed to substantiate this

position. First, she infers that failure to receive significant F ratios

may be attributable to the design of theexpilriment. The study was disguised,



Udy variability in teacher grading practices, when infac

Of. teacher grading Oractitei was accepted as a basic assumption;
-- a.Vsuggests7thatteachers made 4peciAI:effort-to be _therebyp, ..

their sex-find/or,ability bias. Second,,.Duval-infersmuch:fromithe-_

es_in mean grades found in.

ta:

papers of ".11.ate: respondents'

either the average-male in mathematics penalized-for a

adete petfortanceror that both his gher achieving
and lower achieving peerd are given the benefit of the doubt more

often.

or performance fromemale
student believed to be above average in mathematics and little ex--

- .

------44a4difshe is below average in ability."

c. "Perhaps there is less tolerance for a poOr performance on the part

relle-retie -tiCreiftid-female."

ly,-.Duval-infers-that the subject matter comprising the experimental

-(geometry)-may-have-contritnited--tbtWe failitre to find bias.-

ores Comments

Be i ng humans undaub tab some_teacher ire cu 1 tura ly,--sexuall-y-,--or

ability -level biased. This study, however, did not confirm such bias for
high school ma hematicS Tedchers of New York State. The-most noteworthy

777: aspects-of this-artidle-aret (1) D- al's refusalTo accept the findings
of her study; (2) her refusal to abandon her obvious. convictions that, in

-general,-teaChers-eire-biasedraft-t*her 4ngthy explanations why her ,con-

viction0 are upheld even though the studyldid not support suchillfindings.,

Less than one page-suffices to report the results of the shady. Yet, Duval

ruses three pages of.discussion in her effort to show wit/ her study is faulted

and why sex bias does probably exist is possible that using a disguised
study _ ndro alert teachers to the necessity of being objedive. But,
claiming, that the' use of_geometry as the experimental tasks may have contrib-

.

uted to the failure of the study to show, bias appears-a little far 'fetched.

howeisarr,,--DuvalLd-uee-o! the-u-katr-respanderts

little defense in good experimental-pracc and-hence is satLitmiLe=

Duval accepts and defends-an "eyeball" difference in means for the 38 papers



in the respondents' subsample while glossing over -a, statistical non---
significant difference of means in the main sample of 297 papers. Why?

&Amite that th of 38 is too mall_ =statisticall
- .....TWhy -then make so csich of it to support her apparent pe scrnalbelief?-,

- -
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tiSING=TEERS-INIDRILVuTTPE-INSTRUCTION.
Education 46: 5256, Serliember 1978.

- .

rect_amd_commemts_prepared
versity-of -Cebrgiay.-

-s

eer-Mediated instruct-_ been promoted and sbo- to be

--tive-4n-deveIoping- -ad c-and-interperstimal'skill

ings. CoaductillgArilLiestsons,orLawl4i4ication,facts-coad
-

sought to ascertain if students working at certain rates could. identify

a high percentage of multiplication fact errors made by other students

g at rates different from and the same as their own rate. Students

ed as successful monitors would then be potential tutors. Such

uld-Inoi-0-when-tO intervene a ialiigication fact drill.

Further, if these tutors were given a simple procedure to followito

correct their deers' mistakesthese tutors_might_vell_be_effectiwe

promoting mastery of the multiplicatiOn facts by their peers.

3A. Research Design and Procedures - Study 41

All 600 students in grades 4.8 Ina public school were given a

sMItiplicatim-facts-test-.--tSome-stndents-mere-then-identified ad -be ng

inone of the following categories:



57 total

eri7aren given pages of wr ltten multiplica

to-tapes of an individual giving and

y heard on the tape. .StUdents listened'to tapes

and'askid

errors

es oh the-tenes 4'04dB-de at rates-ofp;._ 30, d 15 per

minute. Each tape contained responses that were wrong one-third of the

ch Desi s and Procedures - Study /2

Students working at the same rate with respect to

multiplication acts (see categories 1 -3 above were paired.

was designated as the tutor. Students worked together 15 minutes per

y were given a one-minute drill-test every

iven--a-paeket-of-3-x-5-fleeh

day four days per week.

cards with problems on

were to be followed:,

Stepl

Tutor flashes card.

Step-2

Tutee responds.

,Step3 1p

h sides of the cards. The procedures below

In case of error (or failure to respond in 5 secon

ructs the tutee tp count by the denominator

numerator indicates and give the answer.

§1!221

a responds.

tutor

as many times a he

In case of another error.

up the correct answer on a grid
w!fr

=



A. -Ffix1 Study41

Ai:total group, studentwecognized 82.4 percent of the errors.
When recognizing errers'ead-e7ki etildents_ working at tbe1 own rate,
students ideutified'83.9 -Percent of r the errors on the tapes. And when

to responses made by students at or below their own

iBTindiug studx 12

cent--

The average tutor increased Iris or her -correct rate an the teats

blra-fact
-o3rrect-ubyafactor ofI;-25- per -veek. :Tor exaeTle, -our liypotti-

rage tutee increased his or her

agctator startout at a correct rate -CI 15- correct per

minute vault Se responding at a rate of 15 j 1.3 or 19.5 correct per

minute after four days of tutoring and 19.5 x 1.3 or 25.3 after two

Interuetations

The antilop stateat

(a) The first study indicates that students can successfully moni-

-tor-the-responsed-of-peerTutora may be particularly aucceaa-

ful at linitoring responses if care is taken, to match them- to

tutees according to their rates of performance. This kind of

matching can be done in a matter of ,Minutes by administering

a series of one-minute =probe sheets7.

...the second study does indicate the use of peers for_

the delivery of pultiplication fattdrilis is an effective
. otv

technique Although the small same re_sire is a majdr_ilimita7

==ton-44-the-aecond-e

the...peer tutoring literature.----,-



Mtn lz comes to dr multiplication facts.
for conducting a responsible5tudy

clessroom practices and aim; for,reco
less `than (1341) correct responses per minu

claims fo
inst--anotbe

ep drill procedure since it was not tested
5- ce bat- the- 15-.11 idrai te drfll

procedure given above can be administered by-peer firs and produce
Pct to klaa0 rized-resporive. udy

direct implications or classroom practice.
fAvorable_r'

-4,

F



of-coMputationhl procedures required in Eheir

tan Achievement Test were surveyed.

=

Procedures and_Findinga

First a-comparison of the level it gomUutational_difficultYlw

This information is suMmarized in Table-1.
, a

Digital Complexity of ord Problem C _putat

Current Tests MAT 1958

0

----NUmhar-o with-

computation

__Average_number_ of non -zero

digits per computation 2.6 - 3.7 4.5

_entage of'fractionar

computations (total), - 18% in
Total

42attationA_requir

Total number of problems 7 - 40 30

"the

Next, a frequency distribution-0 he types of computational procedures

k ng feature of these-clistribu lane i

au or states a

that they are so vari



t." Tis t=

- Varlet/ale im the Frequency Distritptide-of
cedurea the

6 Seven eurrent=Achieviment-LTeste

y b Table- 2.

_aar7=mok..

Special-compota
procedures

o
-11

C M 0
r1 e
O 44 0
14'0 - ,

V 14 0
,1O ni

O 0

05 '0-5 0-2
12* 16* 4*

1

Other standard 0-1
measures

0-3 ,0-1 0-1
7* 2* '-i*

0-3 0-4. 0-2

0-1 0-1
1* 1*,

Sfiiii7tode: -x-y range of requency in individual tests
* total frequency in all 7 teats

Conclusions

"(The) analysis offerstome evidence that the HAT 1958 . computa-

t_onally more difficult than current tests. On the.ather hand, the volatility

of profesaionat'opinioo highlighted by testtto-test comparison suggests that

there is little agreement among teat authors as to what conatitutes-a xspre-.

Palatka-seep_

Thesctests are used by-researchers-and setiools-to explore wide variety

of phenomenon among students including achievement. "It is clear that the

4
4



.*t1it1ca education profession ihould igree cat the -general chartzteristice

common word problems

ear u e_
,_ .

- -determine that it -,Sinbiased for = --------
Ix 14

_ -
their' purposea. The fait that the author is himself surprised at the variety;

...

i

Abstractor'il -Camosents

tratea avail that there le no "standard" standardized

uld analyze the test

'eputatiolrequi.rements contained in these testa reminds me of our
_

tiObal decision-making, with its insistent dependence on arrays, o numbers-,,
=

avid no room fox -inTlocent -mathematice-edicators;---

It is clear that the author was alarmeI at the variability found within

the_YOrd_problemasectionThis-wariability-ie-not-surprising to-tram-abstrac-
tor. Probliim-solving skill is best measured by providing a wide variety-of

situations which deliberately aseess_the_learne!a -abiliiy--to be-"non-stand-
.

iirdi! The lumbar 14.4. alga,
4 * 4 `i

test) require no computation at all. This abstractor applauds such items if

they otherwise require problem-solving skill. Heavy -dependence on coputation-

processes would not provide a good measure of problem-solving skilIs'ex-

cept among computationally secure students. The author's conclusion appears

-----.--1M07-besell-founded;T-Wi-Meed-agrbetent on what "word piobleme should measure.
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LEARNING

SREA) Journal ef_Edutational Psycholde/
3S; Augu.st 1979

toe Ley

Vie.

T investigate the hypothesis thai teachers teach female stdaents

Ttnot-Tead t ey-teach-mAle s

itnale

It lit_accepted by

meat-in-the-elenentary grad
ucators tha boys and gir differ in achitve7-=

with ©y surpassing gfEls in-quant _a_ive

achievement__and -gitls-surpassing boysTiln-reading.--There-appears to-be suf-

-obserOitiod-to accept its validity,
o exp n ese ences. Some po-

ve been vestigated include:

is
or thy'

le or suki

Differential treatment of boys and girls in the same classroom.

-t. Differences-in general and specific abilities of boys and girls.

Since teachers obviously have a profound influenee,upon children, it is a

reasonable- assumption that differential-treatment according to the-sex o _

students by their teachers would have a pronoundbd effect upon the achi.eve-

meat of these students in reading or mathematics.

3. Research DesignendProeedures

an spr ng a 1974 75, 49 teachers were video-taped as

1 they circulated in their secondgrad classrooms' helping students. Each

teacher wore a microphone which recorded the teachers' conversationswith

for analysis.

The Analysis included timing the interaction with students as well as

noting the- -sex of the student -and whether_the_interaction was in_reading Or__

6



arithmetic.. The inactions were also coded ac.cording to the following

categories: cognitive statements. cognitive questions, errors, and checking.

category refers-to content-related-verbal behavior, and the
regory-includia-statimentecnd:euestions-designed to control

n the classroom.
- _ -4 004.4* c s per c3$. te-percentagesof_

imic contacts, the average instructional tine in seconds- child
the Average number of management contacts per child_were determined for each
sex in reading and fa mathematics. The first three oOkipese were also ana-,A

Student performance datiWere collected on the Lorge-Thorndike

-Abilitiei-Test-in-the-fall-of-1974-and-the-Metropolitan'AChit---
ment Teat (both reading and mathematics) in the spring of 1975. These re-
suits for...bell-and girlemere_compared--by-t-testa

4 _Findings,

74-

and .42 per boy. In. mathematics, comparable-figures were .61 'per girl and

.75 per boy. The girls received an average of 37.81 sdconds of isructioual g

&ding compared to 35.90 for boys. Comparable figures for mathe-'

matics were 2945 seconds per girl and 38.77 seconds per boy. The differ-
,

mice* in-means-for.boys and-girIs-were statistically eiinificant (p < .05).

'Furthermore, the authors state, "Altfiough girls receive only,2 seconds more

instructional teacher time iehriading and only 9 sedonds less in math, over-
the course of a. year that amounts to a difference of over 6 hours of instruc-,

tio;" p.436).

In comparing achievedents of boys at
a ,

girls on the Lorge-Thorndike

CognitiCte Abilities Test and the Metropoli an Reading and Mathematics Tests,'

1y_sigc.ificant-differenee-was-4vund-4c-reading-in-favorlafthe-g1r1a
(p. < .001). Regression equeltions were aeterminid for both readingwand math-

emetics achievements on a number of variables. It was found that both read-

: --intand.mathematics achievements were significantly related teinstructiona
me.
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results of, the sit iy.,were consistent

-tifiable -teacher behaviors are dif-_

ex of stilded

71, made more a _

ear with is in ms a irs. Furthermore, they

iris h=bays--Itt

be is rained o-achievement, one can

differentially applied to boys and

ArPilWeere,instructiosal_time with-

mathematics. Since instruct_

the teacher'

it --at

AA a.consequence of this study, one might conclude that teachers

-----70004:1ApteCantifiOUS-eff0Vta to equilizeinstfUetional time for boys and

'title in both reading and mathematics. Perhaps, a compensation should be
A

-----mwas-to-provide irls-more-instructional-time-for7matheMatind
more time for reading.

udy is significantsigni.fi.nt because-it documents differentia

treatment, of boys and girls bys chersi there are a

d Considered by future investigators of a similar topic:.

a sexes of the tiachers are not reported'in the study. Surely,

noes between men and women exist in academic achieve-

then these probabl will be reflected in their treatments

dren. _A,atudy_lihich would-document male-teachers'-treat-

Sent of students compared,to female teachers' treatment would be
Useful,-

Throughout the study, it implied that the teachers gave in-

tructional time to_the students, leaviiikthe pression that
th nt dttratt r f"tbe ns ruc

under, the control of,the teacher. However, it would see
ble to conclude thatin some cases it was the students

other than the teacher- -h-

controlled7the time of interaction. For example,_if. girls are,

n act, more verbal than boyi0 then their. instructional time

could-be prolonged merely -by-that fact, quite apart from the

teacher's intentions.



a

sited for- ysis were tarn from thcise-nele,4
of 1975-. s T.rere daring -the- fill t 1/74.

wonder

in the
4. Thirty-thee tapes were selected for analysis in this

were differenies;betwein the

these apes represent; a :r tapes or do -they'consti-
eiert--of---tapeetifer =Trite

tie* the use infer-
if-rte--trapes

are not -a randan-sasvle, than -one ml
statieThties-in3his Brody.

_ .
time for -boys and girls would amount to over sLx s d ring .the

-...-- .

..:course-Of-a-yearT.---70rie-quwhether or not a differenee -- '
of six hours would have a aignificant4caional .effect when

_pared-re-the total---insitUttt reading. _v

ssart

This inve
rac o Comment

-OM a
nor during individualized instruction of read . nom

coded transcripts of undisturbed classrooms,. frequency, type, and time of
teacTiar -econtacts are= recorded. Comparisows across classrooms .fodue

Identification of differences in contacts as a function- at student sex.
re_kti_nCLA!xperlmert Ulf ini4piilat ion.. The investipte.ion-is--am-evaluation

I
.

_ t
.: a observational data. -._ i

.

The actual findings are quite predictable. 14tially, this reviewer..
was surprised by the lack of magnitude of the results. The-differences

_ are smaller than. However, upon inspection of the possible....a, aiaiig e---ofthe-vertant m flute c a vided by 20-35 students_.,

the discussion of mean student contacts is necessarily reduced to seconds.

Transcriptinns require large time investments. This time ikAwell
when the ualit of 1ijon --is...thesuktect-of..-iavestlga

The results of this study fall a little, short of the potential of tran-
scripts.scripts. It is unfortunate that rare observation time was not extended.

---- Hopefully, the extension of the observation time would not only enlarge

9
*4 4.



or more

Calk_itrider

conceptual or*canputa

the result creates some urea

xplici to "early Int:true=

li y-
_ _

the elementaxy school years.
..r

Vior
anal.w

Oeneralizabi ity of these results -e-t -Teathe_ y sr
ual tiructional- settings, _dif ferry from the behavior,in tr

ituations. Thete is some question as to-whether mean.at4dent-

contacts would mgWe sense in traditiodal_classtoons. 'The authore awareness ,
.

of the unique nature of indiviatialized instruction is reflected in their.des'

cription of gefteral teacher behavior on p. 434: "the teacher usually travels

around the room and contacts students,.one at a time, to tutor them, check--.

their work, or monitor their progress.': The instructional interaction is

a-tutor!

inct the traditional instructional interaction between the'teacher and
the c

erg izab

rem at one

or groups in the class. A second problem_with. gen..==. _

y is. the reliability of the observations based upon the class--

16-of-the-a-

be tiered

crete point in tine. Other variables such as the reason why

I-49-teiEheis were dropped from the scniile, the content to

each of the subject areas, and the effea.%of.teacher sex also

4 cast additional doubebn be generalizability of the results.

fferenceg in instructional behavior across sexes

974, the time of, this study,_ In974 ..this in-
vestigatIat au have been judged as a valuable step forward the field

of mathematics education. ,The findings are less than exciting relative, to
.

fine work -now being done by several including Fennema and Maccoby. They
net S-7ot
the same- rag

to examine

never, epetiencec

_ room interaction*, little work in the area of instructional

patterns existing- in tutoring is- eve e. Chan, n a study-,in progress,
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has developed a coding system for the analysis of iutoring-matheMatIZ1=i1

and, through the application of this system, compared patterns of interac-
tions When bilingual seventh-grade tuteesarstutored by seventhgrade bi7

1/411inguil and monolingual tutors.-Several interesting differences in tutoring

lib
patterns az eing identified.:. Tito results are sex -=related and.illul!trate'

-...

the need.for zote careful analysiscif what is happening in thStimi allocated

tomathematics, In the comparison of boys and girls, it was found that boy
, .

tutors, monolingual and bilingual, provide more explanations involving the

idedtification of:relevant. and.itrevelant dimensions of the concept under
review. Also, boy. tutees were found , to respond in the tutoring sessions

withc,more additional mathematical responses-related to the tutor's explana
tions and/or questions. Mese-results suggest that the quality of interacr
t =716:MU tu_or-tutee pairs is .more explanation- oriented than the inter-='

action of female tutor-tutee,pairs.

Bxamination-of the quality of communication and interaction is a val-
uable direction for future research, The reviewer hopes, however that

this line of-study will evolve beyond the twocategory coding structure

reported in this study of academic ancrmanagement Contacts. .Ihe_potent_

Of this line of study lies,in the power of coding systems to identify and

analyze categories of interaction which occur during the allocated instruc-
tional time.

Barb

`

Pence,.



Luchins, Abraham S. and uchins Edith H. GEOMETRIC PROBLEM SOLVING
RELATED TO DIFFERENCES IN SEX AND MATHEMATICAL INTERESTS. Journal of
Genetic Psychology 134: 255-269; June 1979.

M.E.Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by LIONEL PEREIRA-MENDOZA,
Memorial University of Newfoundland, St. John's.

1. Purpose

The primary purpose of the study was to investigate the possible_

confounding effect of attitudinal factors in sex differences on tasks

involving spatial visualization and restructuring. The authors also

examined the role of ego-concerns.

nale

Earlier research by the authors had indicated the importance of

sex and attitudinal factors in Einstellugg Effect, although the research

involving sex is equivocal. There are enough inptainces in which set

breaking, per se, does not distinguish the performance between-sexes

on tasks involving_restrwaturing_toAndieate_the_existence,_of4m_____ _

"elusive element." The authors hypothesized that this "elusive element"

was related to attitudes toward the task and felt that this should be

investigated.

ResearehZDesige and Procedures

There were four experiments that comprised the study. In. each,; 't

college students-solved three geometric "word problems" (Problems T,

C, and S) which involved finding the area of'a plane figuee. Each

could be solved by a visual restructuring of the figure.

Rx-eriments I and II. In both experiments, the test was adminis-

tered to.the,group and 7-1/2. minutes was allowed for the test. The

students were told to work "as quickly as possiblel" No hints were

given.

Experiments d IV. These experiments involved the adminis-

tration of the rest to individuals. The student was told that he or

she could have as much tine: as needed.
47,

that-after-a few-1ml tes-tti- EtD der wr u as a Ant was
, '

nadditi6, it was stated



rev and would give more hints later. ,-The first t was offered

if the student, was having difficulty or if the problem was not solved

after approximately 2-1/2 minutes. A maximum of four hints per prOkb-

lem was possible, with the hints only being givedif desired by the

student.

In Experim ies I, II, and the order of the problems was T, Co

and S, while in Experiment III the order was C, S,, and T.- The order

used in.Experiment-III-was-based-on an easiest -to- most -difficult prob-

lem criterion (derived from the performance on Experiments I and II).

The number of students, their sex, and their majors (mathematics and

nonmathema ics) is indicated in Table 1. In Experiments III and IV,

a record of the fihmber f hints nd_th taq_

after each Jar was kept
comments and the experimenter's impressions reaarding their reactions

to the hints appears to have been kept.

Furthermore, an anecdotal record of student

4. Findings

The windings e-presented-Under-two-heed gs:---(A)-Group ixper

ments (I and` II) and (b) Individual experiments (III and IV). Tablel

Contains the data for all four experiments (that for Experiments III

and IV being the percentages of solutions prior to any hints).

a) .Group experiments. Problem T proved the most difficult and

Problem C the easiest. In Experiment II, the female students performed

better than the male students on all three problems, a reversal of the

results obtained on Problems T and S in Experiment, I.

b) Individual experiments. The male students performed better

than the female students on all problems.' In Experiment III, there

was.a "substantial number of failures of the easiest problem, Problem

C. It

Very few students needed hints for Problem C, with the exception

of female nOnmathematics majors in Experiment III, where over half the

group required at least two hints. Many more hints were required for

Problems T'and S. For: example; "in Experiment III, of the category of

20 tale.nonmathema-ica __ors, 16 required hints on Problem TH:

needed o ylh 1 needed .2 hints; 3 needed 3 hints; and 9 needed

all 4_hints. In fact, of the students who needed hints on Problems T



and S, between 22 and 35 percent required all four hints. The per-
.

tentage who needed all the hints tended to be highest for male non-
mathematics majors and next highest for female mathematics majors,
followed by other females and male mathematics majors. This can be
Illustrated by Problem T in Experiment III. After three hints, the-
problem had not been.solved by 45 percent omale nonmathematics
majors, 25 percent of female mathematics majors, 20 percent of other
females; it hadbeen solved by all mathematics majors. This trend

tended,to _hold for Problem S.

_The.male student; tended to believe that they would not need hints

and usually seemed embarrassed when it turned out that they needed hints
for suchea3y-problms-Tli--Fearate-mathematie-s-mators were only fly

less embarrassed, while female nonmathematics majors generally said or
assumed they .would need hints.

Interuetations

The authors drew the following conclusioni:
a) A clue to the better performance of the females in Experiment

II .(as compared to Experiment I) might be that there' were 13 mathe,
mattes or computer science-majors in the lemale group of Experiment
II versus none in Experiment I.

b) Based on the comments and reactions to the hints, the need
for more hints by male norathematics majors and female mathematics
majors might be because of more ego-involvement about their success,
and therefore they "were less open to hints given to restructure the.
problem situation."

c) "There were striking differences between the female mathe-
matics and nonmathematics majors." Although this was possibly due to
different spatial visualization abilities, the authors indicate that:.
"Qualitative findings suggest that possible factors may be differences
in attitudes towards geometry and mathematics and towards the tasks
and their ability to perform them."

d) Finally, factors such as differing attitude's towards mathe-
mat ics, mathemat ical abil t task and ego zriented_factors_confoand_________-__
the effect of sex differences in spatial- visualization and restructuring.

44
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TABLE 1

PERCENTAGES OF SOLUTIONS OF GEOMETRIC PROBLEMS

Experiment/Ss Problem T Problem C Problem S Total

Experiment I
36 'Ss

31 M

5 F

Experiment II
50 Ss
34 M

16 F

28

32

0

10

6

19

97

97

100

96

94

100

78

81

60

60'.

59

63

4

68

70

53

55.

53

60
Experiment I*

80 Ss
4.0 M

40 F
20 M Math

20 M Noimath

15

17

13

15

20

75
.

95

50

95

95

90

20

93

58

88

92

84

92

92

93

75

93

84

41
58

25

55

60

44

57

31

55

*58

53

8

54

33

52

58

46

58

57

54

37

56

48

20 F Math

20 F Noninath.

40 Math
40 Nonmath

Experiment IV*
120 Ss
62 M

58 F

26 M Math

36 M Nonmath

30 F With
28 F Nonmath

56 Math

64 Nonmath

20

5

17

13

8

1

5

12

11

7

4

9

N 8

50

b

53

30

59

69

48

6c.-1

69

63

32.

66

53

*Solutions prior to hints.
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Abstracto Comment

Questions relating to __ differences in mathematics are currently

receiving considerable attention from mathematics educators, and to

this extent the study is of interest. However, there are some serious

questions concerning the conClusions.

1. In the group experiments (I and II) the students were limited

7-1/2 minutes and told to work as quickly as passible, while in the

individual _experiments (I I-and7IV) the students had unlimited -time
No rationale for this difference was given. Other than establishing a

,criterion for easiest-to-most-difficult for the problems (a criterion

used,in the selection of t a order of presentation in Experiment

cannot see wh the two_ex-eriments were includelLin_the

report. Furthermore, there was no attempt by the authors to provide a

rationale as to why they reverted back tolthe original order for the

last experiment, nor to

effect of the different

2. An examination

perform - =Ea (wit hou

group axperime ts. For

draw any implications concerning the possible

order of pregentation in Experiments III aid IV.

of Table l'indicates that the students did not

hints)in-the-individual-eXperlpents-as-in-the

exaMple,. -ess'rate for females on

Problem S was percent (Exper and 63,,percent (Experiment

varens.24 perOent (ExperimentIII):and A8percent:(Experiment IV) .

This deerease in performance was not discussed. Was it due to the

nervousness of the students in an 'interview' situation? Did the

students have different mathematics backgrounds? Did the fact that

hints were available mean that the students put less effort into trying

to solve the problems? If, for example, the lower performance was due

to nervousness or lack of effort it could invalidate the conclusions.

Information and suggestions as, to possible;reasons for the decline in

performance would have helped the reader determine the value of the

conclusions.

3. The authors used percentages of correct solutions as the basis

for discussing trends and conclusicins.

of a simple chi square would have added weight to nor refuted some

II)

many cases-the application

conclusions.
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4: The conclusion regarding ego involvement seem to be based

primarily on two factors. First, groups such as males indicated

overtly-or "assumed at the onset" they would not need hints, while

female nonmathematics majors, for example, said or "assumed at the

onset" thnrognuldr-need hints. Second, male and female mathematics

majors seeded embarrassed when given hints on what they considered

"easy. problems." Moreover, the more hints the male nonmathematics

rs needed the more. - flustered they- became:

. :No evidence warm presented to explain how the coriclu- on that the

students did or did not "Assume at the onset" they needed hints was

reached. The conclusion that students were embarrassed at receiving

hinta seems ants-suc-h-asow-stupld-of

me,' made after the hint. No details of what type of-anecdotal record

of comments was made is included in the report. Reactions such ass

these domments seem quite natural and do not justify the implication

that ego-factor is a confounding factor. in performance.

5. The authors refer to "qualitative findings" regarding possi-

ble-fectors-such-ts-differinAAttit4d64-telimede geometrymathenaiice,

and the task. Details and an explanation of these findings should have

been, included.

Overall, the evidence presented in this study does.no Asuppo

the conclusions. While they may be valid, a more controlled experli-

'Sent in which ego-factors, attitudes, etc., are operationally defined

is needed to'validate the conclusions.

Finally, on a purely technical note, the readability Of the study

would have been considerably improved if complete data concerning hits

had been included in tabular form, rather than partial information in

paragraph form.



Sherman, Julia. PREDICTING MATHEMATICS PERFORMANCE IN HIGH SCHOOL.
GIRLS AND BOYS. Journal of Educational Psyeho1oly 71: 242-249;
April 1979,

Abstract and comments prepared for
The University of Arizona, Tucson.

_.E. by CAROL NOVILLIS L_ ON,

Puxpose

The purpose-of-this study-was investigate the-degree-to which

three cognitive variables (including spatial visualization) and eightI_

affective variables measured in ninth grade predicted mathematical'

performance in tenth- and eleventh-grade females and males and

twelftfi- ear females. Also investigategLmaslihether

variables would predict mathematical problem solving in twelfth-yeaL.

females.

Rationale

Recent studies have shown that general thtel igence, verbal skill,

-visualleationi-and-various- ffective-variabres-cortelatt-414-

ntly with concurrent mathematical achievement for-both high

dales and females. Thie study is an attempt to predict future

lcal performance using these same variables.

De and Procedures

subject pool was composed of 331 out of 412.40i:tent's Who were

1975 when they were in ninth grade. The girls and y's who--

eetry comprised the tenth-year group (n A-305) and_those

7ebta-trigonometry or pre-calculus comprised the eleventh year
-

.n?,4'294). The twelfth-year group consisted only rip

*Panced algebra, calculus, trigonometry, or adVa_ the-

0). The problem-solving group included these 30 13-

-iMately equal samples of girls who attempted two

S:uf theoretical mathematics."

Sit variables were grades in tenth, eleventh and twelfth

cone on the test, Mental Arithmetic Problems, Form AA

one)

6.5
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The independent cognitive variables--(1) general intelligence and
verbal (2) spatial visualization, and (3). mathematics achieve-

- Iment at ninth-year levelwere measured by: (1) the Quick Word Test,
(2) the Space Relations Test of the Differential Aptitude Test, and
(3) the,Test of Academic Pragress, respectively. The eight -affective
variables were measured by the following Fennema-Sherman Mathematics

Attitudes Scales: Confidence in Learning Mathematics; perceived
Usefulness of. Mathemat a; perceived attitudes of Mother, Father and
Teacher toward one as a learner of mathematics; Attitude toward Success

in Mathematids; Mathematics as'a Male Domain; and Effectance Motivation
in Mathematics.

Data were analyzed by using a, multiple e n ana
correlations between the dependent variables and each of the dependent

variables are presented for males and females in tenth and eleventh
years and females only in twelfth year and in the problem-solving group.

4. Fin

The general_z esul.ta- of -the= exerrel at ions= i o-t hat--"mat hemat les-

achievement showed significant correlations with dependent variables
in five or six analyses (eleventh-year females not significant) while
spatial visualization, Confidence in Learning Mathematics, and Effec-
tance Motivation in Mathematics showed significance in four of six
analyses." Of the six groups, more significant correlations were

obtained for females in the tenth year-10 out of 11, Males at this

level had only four significant correlations. Problem solving corre-

lated with all three cognitive variables and foul- affective variables.

Significant multiple correlation coefficients were reported for

females and males predicting gedmetry grades and for twelfth-year girls

predicting mathematical problem solving. "For females, mathematics

achievement, Quick Word Test, spatial visualization, and Confidence
1.4in Learning Mathematics significantly predicted geometry grade; for

males, mathematics achievement and. Usefulness of .Mathematics, weighted

negatively, predicted -geometry grade." Mathematics achievement and

spatial visualization were significant predictors for mathematical

prehrem soiv n



None of the, standardized regression coefficients were significant

for males and females in the eleventh year; one regression coefficient,.

Attitude toward Success,in Mathematics, was a significant negative

predictor or twelfth-year grade.

5. Interpretation

The researchers conclude that the ninth-grade cognitive and affee-

tive-data-did succesifully predict later mathematics performance:

Cognitive variables were generally more effective predictors of per-

fgrmance than affective variables, with'mathematics achievement being
tale strongest predictor. Spatial visualization predicted geometry

hee
r-24x-1#.

significantly better predidtor of geometry grade for girls than for

boys: It was almost as good a predictor of geometry grade for girls

as was verbal skill (regression coefficient .21 vs. .25). Also, verbal.
skill did not significantly predict girls' mathematical problem solving
in the twelft r.

Those-find4ngs-munderseare-the-need-loea-better-undetatbr- ng of
the development of 'vpatial visualization and its relationship to educa-
tion and female development

Abstractor' mmen

This is another important study in the area of understanding the

relationship of cognitive and affective variables to both girls' and

boys' performance -in theoretical mathematics classes. Even though

the study was generally well-designed and the report clear, the

following questions and comments arise from reading the article:

1. One aspect of the design that I found strange was the abanoe

of a twelfth-year male group and of a male problem-solving group. Both

boys' and. girls' mathematical performance were investigated in the

tenth and eleventh years, but only girls were studied in the twelfth

year acid only girls were given the mathematical problem-solving test.

Sherman does not explain in the article why senior- boys were omitted

om the study. Given the nature of the study and the questions being
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asked, knowledge Of t fth-year boys' mathematical performance is

portant'in order to oontrast it to the twelfth-year gir ' perfor-

mance, andthe same is true for problem solving.

2. Sherman states that the socioeconomic status original

sample.ranged-from lower class to upper middle class. It woad be

very interesting to know if this' range changed witIl each subsequent

year of mathematics. As the students took more theoretical mathe-

matics did more lower-Class students (male and/or female) drop out?. 4

What is the good of knowing that thd original sample had a socio-

economic range, if we don't know themake-up of the later smaller

samples?

---OvertatShelmane for her continuing efforte

in establishing the-importance of spatial visualization and affective

variables to women's mathematical development.
0



Stamp, Peggy. GIRLS AND MATHEMATICS: PARENTAL VARIABLES. British
Journal of Educational Psychology 49: 3P-50;,February 1979.

Abstract and comments prepared for I.M.E. by'J. D. GAWRONSRI,
Department of Education, San Diego County, San Diego, California.

Purpose

L..:Xhis_study waa_7des ned io investigate the relationship of parental.

identification; masculinity-femininity, and maternal influence on a

choice of Mathematics or French at A-level for girls.

Rationale
. .7_

, ,It is well-documented that Mathematics coursework selection deeir-
.

lines to a large extent the career options that are available to

students. 'Since these, subject choices are often made early In secondary

pool, it is important -to know what factors influence student decisions.
r 7 t

is particul ly important to study this for girls-since Wistdilhally,

a girds --boys-have,chosen -to-atudy-Matheoltiestthe-A4level,-----------

thus limiting career options.

Intellectual and mathematical performance of girls been of

Merest, concern,

gation,contributes

masculine-feminine

subject selection.

and received some attention. This present investi-

to this study by exploring the relationship-of

dimension,-- sex-role, and parental identification

Research DesigasndpEocedures

A sample of 499 girls taking A-level courses in 1975 and 1976 -from

16-differept schools in Lancashire, Cumbria, and Manchester, England

were selected for the study. Two hundred thirty-four X234) of the

girls were taking Mathematics and 265 of the girls were taking French.

Each girl completed Cattell's Sixteen Personality factor Test (PF),
(

the Fe Seale from the California Personality Inventory -(CPI), and a

questionnaire abOuilterself and attitudes. Parents were also provided

with questionnaires to complete_. In addition, interviews were held

Ei7191 mp 0 were available In 1976.



Findings

The PF test scores indicated hegirls-in A-level'-Mathematics

aite more,reserved, more emotionally stable, moretoughinded, more

desurgent, more experimenting and, radical, and more group-dependent -

than the'girWip A-level French.

On the FeininJnity Scale of the CPI the girls Mathematics

were shown as more masculine.'

Girls who identified with their fathers differed from those who

identified .with their mothers in being more tough minded and more
masculine.'

The interviews held in 1976 Fed to the conclusion that both the

g-Wstaking Mathematics and the girls taking-French tend to identify

with their father rather than their_ mothers. The girls 'taking !lathe-

matica.wer4 much more likely to,mention'theirfathers and the'giils

taking French their mothers when 'asked who influence them ih their

choice of A-level subjects. -_ the. girls takes Mathematics

were .most likely to mention-school as the main influence and.the_girls_influence_ _

taking French-both parents jointly. There was a strong tendency.also

for girls to identify with fathers who were well-educated. There was

no such pattern apparent in relation to mothers.

Parent questionniires were returned by 366 mothers (186 mothers.ti

of girls taking' French; '18© mothers of girls taking Mathematics) and

343 fathers (175-fathers of girls taking French,:168 fathers of girls

taking Mathematics); Parents were asked if they were "good at" and

`if they "liked" Mathematics and languages. Girl's appeared more likely

to choose Mathematics if their mothers liked the subject, and if their

fathers liked it and were good at it. Girls also appeared more likely

to select French if their mothers liked languages, but their fathers'

influence was not clear.- A Sigh level of Mathematics education on the

father's part was significantly pOsitively related to daughter

choice of Mathematics.

However, attitudes of the girls to the two subjec_ as distinct

from their actual choice, seemed to 'be.under different influences.

___--Attitudes_of_the-girla-appeared-to-be-influenced-bry-their-mathers- r---

their choice of subject by fathers for Mathematics and Mothers f'



French. However, the girls were more likely to identify-wi with a mother
ti -who liked emetics and a father who was good at languages.

The F ity Scale of the CPI indicated the girlh taking the-
=tics to be more masculine in their intereAts than were the girls
who chose French. Also, girls who chose"Mathematics were more likely
to have definite specific careers' in. mind. However, there was no
relationship betweep parental identification and career plans.

Int erpretat ions
As.Stamp indicates "it is difficult to interpr the finding ttat

all of these girls, in both French and Mathematics, .tended to identify
---wit-h-thetr-fathers rath-e-f-than t r ars without data about

parental identification of other girls. Interpretation is limited to
noting' that "father identification is not a special characteri;tic of
girls, who choose Mathematics."

The 'masculine' dimension is limited= to' those traitardefIned by
the Fe Scale on the CPI. However, these girls appear to have accepted
some aspects of stereotypic masculine and feminine sex-roles and
rejected others. Thus they are both "tougli4nindedi and interested in
homemaking.-

It Appears tha these girls are influenced by their mother's atti-
tude whether they id y with-them or mot. Thus it becomes even more
important that-..gixls ac ire confidence and competence in Mathematics
because of the potential fect on their own daughters.

Abstractor's Co
This was an interesting study that contributes to the increasing

literature can why women and young girls do or do not study Mathematics.
It would have been helpful i more detail about the sample had been
provided. The girls were in A -level courses, but what was the age
range? Also, it was noted that the sample was chosen "to include as
wide a range as possible of different kinds of schools-and communities."

. .

Howe;fer,.thii was'not discussed. Were any diffsrences found between the
schools? It__wpuld_,beilelpful__to_know_if--dift.erencas-did or-did-not
exist between' these different kinds of schools.
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br -earch- in fiats

fate pre
pleiding

students
used fo ur-func ion calculate' *--perform-b

who were`: restricted to the penc d-paper

tablets.

gator-

-not-stated explicitly

feamowork.
_

efereiCe
th- little ah theorefial

:o- ,rib eporta--and articles

ve pe
In only a very icantly worse.

suggested, by way of reference, that erperi mA6tal studies-with
is objectives and withlpedific software should be'-carried out

investigator suggests that hia unit "might result in better under-
crAcepts and related-skills"'and that -at!dents

have they done si

using calculators would do better because "they would be able to obtgin
mere_ data _more__ easily.and have_ more --time- to- study patterns- and -make- ob-
servations."

S

'Research Desi Turin& Procedure

tapple consisted of 131 -lov- to' average- ability students in a
dit-9atid-107--Eaeh-of-the our t asses containing t ese students.

was randomly split into calculator-based-instruction (C1I) and notusing-4

calculator (NUC) groups. 'Of bthe 131 -4 twenty-four students were not pres-
-_-ent, for the attitude tesc-anl nine chievasel

Instruction took place during thirteen class period



e,devo rer_

t On-trigonometric atiorlasted sevenles

given on the last,stiy= our aides =-

eth --discuiSee issue4

error, but this appears to play-little role.in th of results.
Taelleerof-ratios :for-Oultiples Of ten deg es were constructed by all_

BY--and-ilr-groUps 13-f four in NjEiTdiacussion of
patterns followed. Simple averaging was used as a method_

tion to construct values for.the multiples of fiVe degrees.
fThese abbreviated tables were then used to solve tz

st-tWO diiiiii-in all groups were used _qr.review and practice.

'1 applied problems..

.s -were iven: the first, on preriquisite skills, was not

Samples from the second quiz, consisting of seven
usedn-the-analysis.

p _ _ are given in,.. report. Thefinal test consisted of twenty
multiple-choice items (samples are esented); fifteen of which-required
r or nocalculation.,,A_IreliablliCi-of7.42-ts-given7for-the-tatthr-

dityis not discussed. Calculators were not per6itted on the
quizzes. On the final test, stWents in both CBI and lox groups_totere-
4aUdomiyaiOlighed to cilculator and noncalculator testingmodes. For
the.quiz anal is, it appears from the table that a simple one-wayANOVA

_./.:--was-used-toompare-CBI-and-NT/C-quit results. For the final test, it
appear: a 2. x 2 x 2 ANOVA was used tea h ng mode'x teacheis x
test

A five-point Likert scale of items constructed by the inves-.

tigatoryas used to measure stdaent attitudes towards ratios.- - This in-
etrument was dminisebred on the next-to:1;st say ,of thcexpriment.
Boyt reliabilitywas ,78. F-ratios Tere calculated for CBI and C groups
as Well as for the two teachers. Validity _V-the attitude- ent,

-Wait*



subjecti-performed significantly p c .02) bet-

On the final achie_ valiant test there- -no,

or -A_post hoc

differ

re of the results may .1)

f ollowing

group

-b

c) high i$cid de of'absenteeinm:end drop ont;

ir,0-74-1gtirfUltirtfiritudest d mathema_

as=- consietentl with ---previous calculator °research: In-the present

both 'teaches- foundtesct with calculators to hi1inch less

ou_ tams. = -cu store may allow teachers to

.direct their- energies more productively by eliminating the tedium of com

learn_
curriculum designers and teachers may move confidently to design and.plan

lesson Activities that calculators now make feasible."-

Abstractor's Comments

This paperrep -ts7on-a-comparison-of-two-Nersions of an inVestiga-
.

'tor-constructed curriculum unit on right triangle trigonometric ratios,

calculator-=and noncalculator-based. Any positive concluisions that one

might attempt to draw wild necessarily reflect on the combination of

-both4b4;curriculum unit and the instructional methods. On-the basis

the presented'data (including that on absenteeism), one

might be tempted to draw a negative conclusion to the effect that the

use of ihelcalculators appeared to have little or no positive effect on

_-t be-or

deft' that would contradict conclusion.



'and the approach to _

tables am interesting

I would like to know, the7felationship of these

constructed -values to_, reticaL ones of the tab es-wad dealt with,

_at Some more_serious_problems with this_estigition_as an ex

ract-from the-positive-aspects:commented

-ate a f ew of-the conker

goals of the curriculum unit are never made explicit. Bet

forthe'CBI-grouvitrhypotheaixedi-but bittervith-reSeeet tc

Test validity is notdiscussed.' Is one to assume that the objec-

tiies-of they unit are in faCtAspecified by the test items?:410-these items

--tti7--ae"-!-at-gonome cepts----___ elated- em "-
=

referred to in the opening paragraphs? The-limited numbe_ of CoMputational-

tems in the final test may have been intentional, but it again'raites

questions about goals.

2) It-justifying the hYpeithesii-it:Iiiiiiiiiited that the CBI group

would perform better because-of-the-availability-of -more:time-and more

data. In-the-description-of-the instructional pt Case, no indiCation is

group n _act ai auc a vantages. If they actu-

ally did have additional time, what did they do withit?___ ===

3) The- dropmout rote is aSoriQUO__ShottC

24 (or 18% -- I used my calculator for this) missed the attitude test and

19. (15%) missed the final achievement test. There is no indication given

othow drop-out rate and abeenteeide are distribute4 over the groups.

my own questions regarding calculator use are of a different sort

than that-at'issu;-inthe-present-investigation. What does one-hdpe tp,

leartuby a study of this type, unless there is some apriori suspicion

that students might learn less-in the presence of a calculator? The kind

andiamount of learning influenced by the presence of the calculator might

be a serious question at otherage and ability levels, but I think not

_ere. The anecdotal evidence from teachers suggests that they prefer

Why would one not use it?
L,



SON ON LOGICAL I) LT
cation 10: 337-346

-.-
a of questions Have on immediate retention of logical

erns- when the questions are attached to the end of

or Tai.E.- by HAROLD W.
and State University._

tudy was-to ircvestigat,e the effect that

IE. Int actions between a general- ability
. aptitude and question treatments were also explored.

rciiteteat in udies eXploring the learning
uced serting questions-- in self-study written mater

originates from-Rothiccs-pf'--Ef-(1965) notion of mathemagercic
behaviors; that rs, those behaviors that facilitate meaningful
learning. Questions are viewed as affecting the acquisition procestes
zaltbir (a) prwAting_subleatssr

to strengthen the relevant procedures that will later be used in the
same manner, or (b)T assisting subjects in establishing certain learn-

sets that provide then with an ability to proceia the meaning of
the material (see Hayer's two models of infomation processing, 1975).

o The author pceidicted that higher-order questions associated with
syllogistic arguments would of establish within subjects a

-certain learning set required to- process the meaning of exercises
presented on a posttest; whereas lower-order questions, while provid-
ing subjects with practice, WO uld not -effectively establish. a learn
set and therefore those subjects 'woultirnot do as well on the same test.
Ordinal interactions with a general abt1ity aptitude- were predicted in
which higher-order questions would provepiore effective than lower-

or-lower-abilosbtects7-but
ects.for higher ability subjects. It was suggested that conclusive



-
, __ _ providligzsitielinee-40t=eht A__r_----7-_---

= of self -stay written -materials in 'asthmatics.

b-DePrOctdure
1.

. t5V5Xied nztheitype rn Tjtt
00-letrd-Tlenscin -011;four--

of the pattern las Valid or invalid. Three syllogisms were used
to illustrate each pattern. At the conclusion of the-Vritten.lesson,

he symbolic- goria; and then followed inflation :

/2 applied (higher-order) questions were presented. in written form for
'one tree Ver tin (lower-order) qestions followed the 'same

=

.1. written lesson for a second treatment and no wstioas were insert
,

.After the lesson for a third treatment.
ch,applied question consisted of a two-sentence wr

fpUdi& a four-step direction addressed to the au (1)
* (2) translate ete second sentence as k, 1, not 2, or

y the pattern, and (4) state the logical.conclusion.
Each verbatinquestion can1sted of a sipgle written sentence from one
of the syllogisms used in the preceding lesson, followed by a four-.

*et
the lesson, (2) write out the

Y-tocate-rhis-syrturiow7to

e syllogism, (3) write out the
-ttern, and (4) note the conclusion. _The_no= tre4rinPtu- bad-

no questions nor-any other material attached to the end of the lesson.
The subjects la the no-question treatment were encouraged to review the
leasakih if they finished their work early. The posttest' was made up of
213.multiple-choice items designed to measure comprehension. Each its

- presented a syllogism (not occurring in the lesson) in two sentences
followed by four choices: the first three responses were always possi-
ble concluilonit and the fourth response was alwa a the stateent "No
conclusion can be made."

- The sample population consisted of 752 subjects enrolled in nine
classes of a tenth-grade algebra and geometry course. Subjects-were

men S w n c instructed to ape
the-entire .4 4 e 4



olionizt ,the lessons.

tree,
verb

actfon for the a
aka _

WS Wit
- 4:-

oa for the applied
pt [F(l- 124) 4.89,

question and
rI(1124),.v!e :1.75, -

:as and-no-questidns
.029], but since the

ti at14th of scores, the Inter-
ordnal; the interaction for-the verbatim

on' tteatants was not aigriif irent [P(1,124)

be the
esearch in-t In

ruled out the hypo-

a true
__to_process_

est blistment of a
earning set. It .tea `iif
the-subject-semintictily: to
er extent than either the ver --or

-Frost the ordinal interaction terweenst

na

heieison-
eatmeilts.

end

be
is

iiibil ity

no_ estion treatments, thi author suggest
advised to ask higher-ordqr questioni
less concerned about the type of kque

or future studies of
at researchers may w&ph to exp ore'whe

tie eafr o,

constructs...It.,was also recomm nded . fiat 'mature stir

d



t

our-fram-

certain- learn appear
to control for the clhance variAble,"*Ile weakly con

egeratent veriatAelLAsuch_

different typ+s.=of questions produce different 1

fild_hot weave-together -praviotieresearch-in-a-mann
The

'marl
red the logical ties with-the present study for example, we are

:122out Me eels 1.1_915);_iwo models 6.1.;_itdorma'Aian_processing
until the final section of tbe report, an& then the nguage.was vague,
bordering on jargonize. What

=

s to be
produce different outcomes.) How does thkopf
me.themagel4c. behaviors relate to other prominent wiling theorists'

-"WEM ra t re 13----Wan qur---abou t msthemagenic. behaviors that
makes it the most applicable model for explaining the effects of
adjunct-questions-on-lemming?,

Here are some other questions, -roughly grouped into three broad
categories", that I think need more attention before replications of
this study or similar studies are COnducteda

1. The author claims that the posttest questions, consisting of
the same type of iyllogisms, demanded the type of comprehen-

n matodied in a certain learning set because the reqoired the

n and required thm to discriminate these from noninstances
(see p. 343).. But ismEt it quite likely the subjects may have reacted

each posttest exercise by applying the same four-step procedure
reduced in the 12 appl

C

questions--a very algorithmic type

y



t'hscai, then the type of learn produced by tbeapplied. pieetion
treataast--would- fit Hayer's first nodal rather than the second one as

-11xpia1n---tbc-dif ft/cleat-fat ed -re matt-
*Ojai:etit= and 111411 differences4Tir hiiebUity

I -in-ordef -to
_

J

well-Aleveloped-ause,a lrnii
g femoral teat icy and transfer?
Order cognitlive processes are

be in order- r it to promote
-7i0;it it highly probable that 4,f higher-
required by. questions, then differences

ng her-ability subjects would occur and be measurable?
How 'about having wee of the subjects audio-record- their

tboughtpyqases they_sgsb _tbroughAna_porttest;ptableme?Cir________ jzLzfz-
1Rf

should interviews.hAOndeCied with same of the-subjects after the
...-i

'- _poattegt to ascsrtatn-lxvi.tso he exercises? Would such
'-.-Xacordlngs or gilt erviiiiii- help - to determine More precisely the extent , --

of development of a learning set and holi it functions? i Why Tidt:Ise .

a delayed measure to hel. detliskine,-thi d rae of a anence of
ruing sets?

lm causing a subjótDreflect an approprfate fiinctitin of'-_-ott quest us? In t rit-e-Flec bace

and "look at" 7, bie own -act of trig help him form a more sophisti-
catad :. yLatudying-how-theTwariouevideas fit_, ,- -together? WoUid these reflections establish a learning set measurably
different from one established by working through more applieations?

. _ _- _ _ -- ----- --Does working more of the same type of problem become nonproductive
after some point? If so, where? Should a subject be a
only at the end ofil Maio's, or throughout the lesson a'

To reflect

',appropriate?
summer I feel that

outcomes are affected by different types of questions inserted in
self-study written-material is an:Important problem worthy of further
explorations. Arid I hope the coexments and questions I have raised

uture stu ies.
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